
Specifications:
The Canis Major is manufactured to exacting
standards of fit and finish. 
The tabletop, vertical stack and base plate are
constructed of stainless steel.
The back modesty cover fully encases all moving
parts and, along with the tubular table edge, is
powder coated for both chip and scratch resistance.
300 lb Maximum Lift
Optional Built In Scale ± 0.1 lb
Powered by medical-grade electric actuator for
maintenance-free quiet, smooth lift
Lowers completely to floor and rises from 0" to 44"
Both foot and hand operated motion controls
Safety system prevents accidents during table travel
110 AC @ 10 AMP power
Overall dimensions:  
55-1/4”L x 25-1/4”W x 60”H

Canis Major™ fixed exam lift tables are
designed to change the way you interact with
your patients and clients. The Canis Major is
freestanding and requires no bolting to
floor or wall. The Canis Major is shipped fully
assembled and ready for immediate operation.

The new “perpendicular to the wall” design
allows you access to both long sides of the
table. In addition to this ease of use point,
Canis Major enables you to not only examine
your patient at eye level but also communicate
eye to eye with your client. Canis Major
provides better control because your patient is
precisely where you want them to be. The
removable cushioned exam surface offers a
warm secure footing for your patient.

Exclusive features make the Canis Major
ideal for all types of patients.

Canis Major also gives your clients an
enhanced perception of the value of the
services provided because they see their pet
is having a positive, low stress experience.
Optional scale allows you to examine and weigh
patients in one step.  Scale features include:
• Automated weight averaging
• Pound or kilogram reading at any time
• Factory calibrated to 50 gram accuracy
• Readout is conveniently located at eye

level

Table lowers to floor allowing patients to easily
step to tabletop.  Floor to tabletop height is 4".

Safety sensors located in the tabletop 
provide peace of mind operation.  Sensors
disable only the down switches if they encounter objects
beneath the table, namely feet, children or other pets. 

Tabletop moves independently 
of frame. Scale display remains

at convenient fixed height.
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